Improved Ehrenfest Approach to Model Correlated Electron-Nuclear Dynamics.
Mixed quantum-classical mechanical descriptions are critical to modeling coupled electron-nuclear dynamics, i.e., nonadiabatic molecular dynamics, relevant to photochemical and photophysical processes. We introduce an efficient description of such dynamics in terms of an effective Hamiltonian that not only properly captures electron-nuclear correlation effects but also helps develop an efficient computational method. In particular, we introduce a coupled Gaussian wavepacket parametrization of the nuclear wave function, which generalizes the Ehrenfest approach to account for electron-nuclei correlations. We test this new approach, Ehrenfest-Plus, on a suite of model problems that probe electron-nuclear correlation in nonadiabatic transitions. The high accuracy of our approach, combined with mixed quantum-classical efficiency, opens a path for improved simulation of nonadiabatic molecular dynamics in realistic molecular systems.